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Astronomical research in India: I11 
Astronomy makes an instinctive appeal to all cultured persons. Of a different 
nature is the interest it has for the physicist. As indicated in an earlier article, the 
observational discoveries of astronomy have had a profound influence on 
physical thought. Mce versa, the speculatively-minded physicist turns naturally 
to the facts of astronomy to find in them a cbnfirmation of his ideas or at least 
some support for them. This interplay between astronomy and physics has been 
vastly more active during the last thirty years, since Niels Bohr put forward his 
Keplerian model of the hydrogen atom and offered an intelligible explanation of 
the observed spectra of both terrestrial and astronomical sources of light. The 
influence of Bohr's theory of atomic structure on astronomical and astrophysical 
research has indeed been no less remarkable than its influence on the sciences of 
physics and chemistry. The interpretation of the spectra of the sun, the stars, of 
the nebulae, of inter-stellar clouds, and nearer to us, the spectra of the major 
planets and of the comets has been notably advanced and aided by the 
simultaneous advance in our knowledge of the structure of atoms and molecules 
and by laboratory investigations on the light emitted or absorbed by them under 
various conditions. The more recent advances in our knowledge of the structure 
of atomic nuclei and of their transmutations has similarly exercised a profound 
influence on speculative astronomy, and stimulated discussion on the internal 
constitution of the stars and the origin of the vast outpouring of energy from them 
which we witness daily. The work of the astronomical theorist on these problems 
has necessarily to be based on the results of terrestrial experimentation and on 
. 
such inferences from them as are justified by established physical principles 
having the widest generality. Such work has a claim t~ acceptance which would 
not be extended to ad hoc hypotheses and speculations having no solid basis of 
experience behind them. 
It is not surprising that the general advance of scientific activity in India 
during the past thirty years has been accompanied by an increased interest on the 
part of Indian physicists and mathematicians in the problems of astronomy, 
astrophysics and cosmology, The contributions by them to these sciences have 
not passed unheeded by the professional astronomers in other countries. Indeed, 
it may be claimed without exaggeration that the influence of Indian work in this 
field has been surprisingly great in proportion either to its volume or the actual 
effort put into it. 
Astronomy, however, like all other sciences, depends for her progress mainly 
on the work of those who have devoted their lives exclusively to her service. 
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Surveying the contribution of India to astronomy during recent years, one of its 
most heartening features is the work done by the Nizamiah Observatory at 
Hyderabad (Dn.) under its present Director, Rao Saheb T P Bhaskara Sastri. The 
equipment of this Observatory is comparatively modest and consists principally 
of an eight-inch photographic telescope and a fifteen-inch visual instrument. This 
equipment has been used mainly for co-operating in the great international 
undertaking known as the "Carte du Ceil" which consists in making a detailed 
photographic survey and chart of the stellar universe. Regular observations of the 
variable stars is also part of the programme of the Nizamiah Observatory. The 
reports of the International Astronomical Union bear testimony to the speed and 
thoroughness with which the undertaking has been carried forward. The twelve 
volumes of the Hyderabad Astrographic Catalogue published by the Observatory 
form an impressive record of its work. Numerous short papers arising out of the 
variable star observations have also appeared in the scientific periodicals. 
Though not actually "made in India", the work of S Chandrasekhar, now 
Professor of Astrophysics at Chicago University, has a Claim to notice in an 
article on astronomical research in India, if only as an indication of what could be 
accomplished in this country under favourable conditions. It would require an 
entire number of Current Science and not a paragraph or two to sketch the many 
fields of astronomical and astrophysical research traversed by Chandrasekhar 
and the results obtained by him during the last fifteen years. The Monthly Notices 
of the Royal Astronomical Society during the years Chandrasekhar was at 
Cambridge, and the last ten volumes of the Astrophysical Journal since he went to 
the United States bear witness to his energy, the strength and range of his 
scientific interests and his powers of investigation and exposition. His two 
treatises, "Stellar Structure" and "Dynamics of Stellar Systems", published by the 
Chicago University Press, make his work in the respective fields conveniently 
accessible to specialist and non-specialist alike. A memoir on "Stochastic 
problems in physics and astronomy" which appeared as the January 1943 issue of 
the Reviews of Modern Physics establishes links between the problems of stellar 
astronomy and those arising in colloid chemistry, and is a very remarkable effort 
in scientific synthesis. 
In concluding this series of articles, the writer ventures to express the hope that 
they will not altogether fail to accomplish their purpose, namely that of 
impressing on all those interested in the scientific and cultural progress of India, 
the need for making generous provision fot the promotion of astronomical study 
and research in our country, of encouraging those who are interested in the 
subject, and of making it possible for Indians working in their own country to 
contribute to its progress. 
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